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"As you blink the grogginess from your eyes, you remember what's happened and why you are here..."
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It seems you didn't think your escape plan through when your ran into the forest of Diana.
Too bad.

Now everything, including your pursuer, is out for your blood.
Can you find the way out, or will you fall prey to the forest?

'The White Stag'. The most exalted prize of the forest. Only the greatest of hunters can hope to claim its head.
It's rather unfortunate to know that such a man is the one pursuing you.

But what is this? As you traverse the forest, a darker reality will be unveiled.
Blood-soaked liaisons, sorrow, hatred and lust all melded together in the life of your pursuer.

Could it be?
Is it even possible to think that the hunter may have deeper reasons for pursuing you aside from pride?

The Hunt was made in the RPG Maker VX Ace engine. It contains puzzles, chases, and multiple endings. Your choices
throughout the game will not only determine what ending you'll get but will also change some of the dialogue and gameplay

along the way.

{I wanted to include a hand-painted animation at one of the endings and promised to have it in the release. While I have kept
true to my word, I could only include a small snippet of what I'd been planning and (as much as it shames me to admit), touched

it up digitally. I sincerely want to show the full animation I'd been working on and will try to finish it in the future.}

Made in a similar vein to classic pixel games, The Hunt will not hold your hand. Your brain and eyes will be tested throughout
the game so keep both sharp. The game is designed to allow the player to skip over large amounts of exploration and puzzles if

they want to simply escape the forest. However, if you want to know what's going on, you will have to look carefully. It's easy to
miss or simply gloss over important items, information, clues, and hints.

At the start of the game, you will be provided with the choice of displaying NOTES. NOTES in the game provide information
that will make your progression easier. If you don't enable NOTES, you may encounter surprises, but it will allow you to have a

more challenging and potentially more fun experience. Ultimately it depends on what you as the gamer would prefer, easy
progression or immersive gameplay. Keep in mind that the NOTES for the most part will only provide information on how to

escape. They will not provide a lot of information towards finding secret endings or information.

There are seven different endings. A spoiler free walkthrough is provided in the READ ME but...come on, that's no fun.

WARNING - SOME MATERIAL MAY BE INAPPROPRIATE FOR CHILDREN
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While pixelated, this game does contain:

Gruesome depictions of death and dismemberment

Various mentions of sex, rape, torture, and murder

Dark/depressing themes

May display images containing non-sexualized nudity

The Hunt was originally a 2015 free indie game.
It's been rebuilt and published on Steam to support the developer.

Game will be released in English.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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This girl loves robots and man, is this an addicting little game!

Remember those brain teasers from gradeschool tests? "Lisa hates Lyle but Lola wants to sit next to Lucas. Who is eating the
ham sandwich?" Girls Like Robots is like the grown-up (okay, term loosely used) version of that. Mix and match, use your cows
acid milk to burn some holes in picnic blankets and don't forget to save a seat for bug girls pet insects. A very cute, endearing
sort of game that's about 20% brain power and 80% clicking around until you find a match. Excellent absorber of excess time
when you have 10 or 20 minutes to kill and features some super adorable (yes, -super- adorable) cut scenes between levels.

It might just be the estrogen talking but a definite 4/5 rating from me.. Challenging but very fun, one-of-a-kind "ship-defense"
real-time-strategy game!. A colorful and majestic little musical full of creativity and triangular paper-mache animals.. In 40
minutes I saw everything that could have been seen.

If this was a free demo, I'd probably like it more. But it's a game you have to pay money for. With only two maps, very basic
combat, and overall repetitive gameplay, I can't say I reccomend this game.. Not only is this a fun platforming game in its own
right, but it actually manages to transfer much of the Serious Sam gameplay and strategy into the 2D space. Just like in its big
brothers, you'll find yourself running backwards a lot to avoid getting hit by the ridiculous amount of enemies the game throws
at you. The gun-stacking mechanic is fun and useful, and goes a long way in helping out your crowd control abilities. There are
several unlockable challenges to try out, so the replayability is good. The writing also does a good job of capturing the silliness
that the Serious Sam games tend to have. Recommended!. After connecting four different guns together (and somehow using
them all at once) and creating a mountian of dead bodies to get out of a pit I realized one thing: this game is awesome.. So it's a
pinball game. Well, it's not that great one. I remember quite clearly that I switched my resolution to highest in the options. Went
to play it and it was the lowest. Ain't that fun. Another big problem is the registration thingy at first launch which is just such a
pain. All in all, it's clearly not the pinball game of your dreams.

Lil' sucky gameplay to go with the review.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ko2dqhaCMbk. Better than Yooka Laylee.
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\u5582\u98df\u53ef\u53ef\u4e9a\uff0c\u80dc\u9020\u4e03\u7ea7\u6d6e\u5c60\uff08\uff1f\uff09. Excellent, tough, and
brilliantly succeeding in playing with your mind (or more exactly with your political views about the future of mankind).. not
worth the bother.awful.bad graphics.no game play,you cannot even move your man.you just stand there and shoot.awful,awful
and did i say crap... This game is beautiful, though it may be quick, it's challenging and one wrong move might make you restart
the level, It has adventure and puzzle, The story is not much but there is one and it's kinda cool. The game is also very cheap,
and trust me you get a lot for that 99 cents. Also the art style in this game is awesome. The gameplay is fun too, it feels really
satisfying to trap the monsters behind boxes, This game is easy to run, cheap, beautiful and most of all fun.. Shattered Realms is
a fun twist on what would have normally been Crucible.
Story could have been a bit longer. AoM was a better expansion in terms of content.. Never wrote a bad review until now..

This game almost made me puke.
Literally - Controlling the camera is horrible.

Can't play this ever again.. Really fun twist on the platformer genre. There is a wide range of mechanics so that you can tailor
your gameplay to favor whichever way you want to play. I like to swing around with the grappling hook and swing out of range
and take everyone down from a range. The swinging mechanics are very satisfying, as is the wall sliding and jumping.

Also I am a sucker for quality parallax effects.

This is a quality game and is renewing my faith in platformers which is not my favorite genre.
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